For Immediate Release

Michigan Educator Honored for Improving Education Through the Use of Technology

*Lansing (MI), February 14, 2012* – The Michigan Association for Computer Users in Learning (MACUL) and the Regional Educational Media Centers of Michigan (REMCAM) has named Shauna Coleman as the recipient of the Frank Miracola 21Things Educational Excellence award. The award will be presented during the annual MACUL conference on March 7-9, 2012 at DeVos Place in Grand Rapids.

Ms. Coleman is a media specialist at Margaret Black Elementary School, Warren Consolidated Schools.

The award is given annually to a Michigan educator who espouses the values of a global 21st Century education, integrating the international technology standards at the classroom level as modeled through implementing the 21Things for Educators program in the classroom. Furthermore, the award honors an exemplary educator who integrates the principles of "Free is Good", and the highlights the importance of finding a variety of resources to reach all learning styles in a challenging educational environment.

“We are pleased to recognize Shauna Coleman for all her work preparing students for tomorrow’s workforce. Ms. Coleman is a valued leader in her school and district and is well skilled at finding high quality, low cost resources that support the curriculum,” stated Ric Wiltse, Executive Director for MACUL.

Founded in 1975, MACUL is a non-profit organization dedicated to bringing educators from all levels together to ignite learning through meaningful collaboration and innovation. Please visit www.macul.org for more information about MACUL initiatives.
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